
NISA would like to congratulate the following skaters on securing their selection for the European Championships which will take place in Debrecen from the 14th-20th March.

**Ladies**

Danielle Harrison

1st reserve- Anna Litvinenko

2nd reserve- Kristen Spours

**Men**

Josh Brown

1st reserve- Hugh Brabyn-Jones

2nd reserve- Graham Newberry

**Pairs**

Chloe Curtin & Steven Adcock

**Ice Dance**

Gwen Sletten & Elliot Verburg

1st reserve- Ekaterina Fedyushchenko & Lucas Kitteridge

2nd reserve- Sasha Fear & Jack Osman

Selection is based on the skaters highest international score from the 2015/16 season added to 2 x their score from the 2015 British Championships.